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Potential Scaffolding
Section

Target

Sentence Stems

Intro

Awareness of issue.

There is much debate between historians as to whether the Soviet
Union collapsed because of (issue). There is no doubt that (issue)
played a (rank / weigh) role … as ...

Outline thrust of the
interpretations.

(Issue) was (explain role)
Sharp focus on the
question.

(Issue) can be considered to be (rank role - Lexico Chunks)
Extract 1 highlights … when it claims “quote”, whereas Extract 2 …

E1 & E2
(Could be
split into
separate
paragraphs
by extract,
or areas of
concord
and
divergence)

Use quotes & own
knowledge to
analyse the key
features of Extract 1.
Use own knowledge
to scrutinise the
validity of the
interpretation.

E1 / E2 / both extract(s) acknowledge that (issue) was (rank) in
terms of ...
E1 refers to … whereas E2 indicates that …
The use of the word ‘X’ suggests / indicates …
E1 / E2 / both extract(s) are right to focus attention on … because
… This is supported by the fact that (SCK)
A point of divergence between E1/2 is (point) … as E1 claims
(quote) … which alludes to the fact that … whereas E2 claims that
… which is supported by (SCK)
E1/2 alludes to the fact that … when it claims (quote), which is
supported / challenged by (quote / SCK)
E1/2 claims that (quote) which is a reference to … this contributed to
the weakening of the Soviet Government as … Moreover, this is
supported by (quote / SCK)
As (author) states … which is a reference to (SCK) … moreover …
(Issue / Quote) can be seen in the way that … which is supported by
the fact that …
An argument which supports / challenges the claim of (author) is ...
which indicates that … this is further supported / challenged by …
(issue) is acknowledged by (author) when it states (quote), which
alludes to the fact that ....
An example of how (issue) contributed to (subsidiary / overarching
issue) is ...

Synthesis of
Extracts /
Own
Knowledge

There is much evidence to suggest that …
As (historian) claims … Which supports the point made in E1/2
when it claims that ...
(point) was a major / underlying / significant factor in the collapse of
the Soviet Union as … which is supported by E1/2 when it is
claimed that (quote) which is further supported by (SCK) …

Judgement

Reasoned and
relevant judgement
on the
interpretations,
assessing their
validity.
Must be a clear
focus on the
question.

In conclusion, the view that ‘QUOTE FROM Q’ is convincing to a
(weigh) extent. This is because … as E1/2 claims … additionally, …
E1 suggests that … while E2 indicates … however, overall …
The view that ‘QUOTE FROM Q’ played an (weigh) role in the
collapse of the Soviet Union, (alternative factor)
While E1/2 asserts that / suggests that (Quote from Q) contributed
in the (short / long) term, other factors such as (factor) played a
(weigh) role as ...

A-Level Markscheme (AS-Level variant only has 4 Levels)

Lexicogrammatical Chunks & Change / Continuity

